Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Science and Technology, an Institute of National Importance under Department of Science & Technology, Government of India, has developed the know how for products for sample collection and testing of COVID-19 patients.

- Chitra GeneLamp-N (RT LAMP test for N gene of SARS-CoV2)
- Chitra Magna – RNA extraction kit – nanotechnology based for RT-PCR and RT-LAMP based testing
- Swab for COVID testing
- Viral Transport Medium (VTM)

EOI is invited from industries with ISO 13485/equivalent certifications

For further details, please contact Technology Business Division: tbd@sctimst.ac.in
Call us: S. Balram, Scientist-G and Head, DTQM (9249402311), Sandhya C.G, Engineer-E (9895098086)